Alisfraci -The flux distribution and static force of a novel the magnets, It is the Iength of thc coil sections, I is thc bnishless dc linear motor were calculated by 3d finite element
gg ir the magnetic nux density in fie airgap, me relation (2) mm. Its ferromagnetic circuit is made of annealed rnild steel.
The annature windings comprehend a set of independent coil sections positioned along the long armature bars
The equipo~ntial lines of the resultant magnetic field foilow three orthogonal directions throughout the volume of the motor. So to d y s e the flux distribution and the static force a 3d nnite element analysis required.
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In Eq.(2), 3, is the permanent magnet flux density, Lf and Cf are respectively the flux leakage and flux fringing coefficients, S,,, is the cross section of the permanent magnet, while S, is the cross secflon of the airgap Eg ir considered to be orthogonal to i;, . Hence Eq. (1) can be re-written in a scalar fonn:
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The expressions for the slider velocity v and for the electromagnetic power P, are: air volumes were set to have a rechiced scalar potentia1.h the armature magnetic circuit was closed and had no airgaps, the setting of a smail volume of it as r&& scalar potential was necessary The force developed by the motor was also simulatd, the Maxwell's stress tensor was eqloyed.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Shape functions were used to calculate the iron and airgap flux density. In presence of m n t , the integral mil technique was also employed The computation of the flux distribution and force was performed in seven models, each one for a different posikion of the siider.
A. Companson with Erpenmentaa] ResuZts
To measure the airgap flux density in severa1 airgaps presente. in the motor, a Wall effect digital Gaussmeter was used. The measurements were taken at specinc points, i.e. at the centre of the faces of the magnets by the airgaps. A good correlation was found between the numerical values of airgap flux density and the correspondent measured ones.
The maximum difference was found to be 9%. The measuement of the airgap flux densities was taken in model with slider at halfway, i.e. at z = 0.00. In Table 1 , the airgap flux density for the model with annealed miid steel and with no current is presented The assessment of the flux density data in Table 1 indicates an excellent correlation between the experimental data and numerical ones. The largest difference is, in this case, 4.5%. The síatic force the motor develops was m e a d along the travel length by means of a load cell attached to the slider. The position zero corresponds to haifway travel length. Figure 2 show the values of computed and me& force. IV. CONCLIJSIONS The use of 3d U t e element computation to simulate the f l w distribution and the static force produced by the novel brushless dc linear motor has proved not only necessary but efficient and accurate. The linear motor presents a measured sensitivity that goes up to 18.2NlA for the model operating with double action and I = 4.5A The use of the coil sections of the linear motor as compensating coils is not only a practical solution to avoid saturation, but it also proved e f f i v e to increase the force the motor can produce.
